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QUESTION 1

You create a layered web application. The service layer includes a suite of nUnit tests for the code. The web application
contains JavaScript and has no tests. 

You configure a build agent running as a service and create an automated build. 

You need to include unit testing in the development and automated build of the application. You need to achieve this
goal with the least amount of impact to the development team. 

Which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose two.) 

A. Configure the build to use the existing nUnit tests. 

B. Create QUnit tests to test the Javascript in the web application. 

C. Use Coded UI Tests to test the JavaScript in the web application. 

D. Convert all the nUnit tests for the business logic layer into MSTests. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You manage a software development project that includes multiple feature teams. The teams integrate their code into a
shared code repository as frequently as possible. 

You plan to configure a build definition by using the default build process template (DefaultTemplate.xaml). 

You need to know when a check-in from a feature team has broken the build or caused a test to fail, without impacting
the feature team. 

What should you do? 

A. Set the Analyze Test Impact parameter to True in the build process template. 

B. Set the build trigger to Continuous Integration and enable automated testing. 

C. Add the Builds check-in policy to your team project. 

D. Create a shelveset command for pending changes. Queue a build using the latest source with the shelveset
parameter. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3
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Your company\\'s help desk support team comprises a single individual using an Excel spreadsheet to track tickets. 

You want to improve the flow of information between the help desk and your development team. 

You need to ensure that the lead developer receives updates only when new software defects are reported by the help
desk. 

What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

Choose two.) 

A. 

Create a custom list on SharePoint to capture ticket information. 

Have the lead developer subscribe to an alert for each ticket that is created with a type of "software defect". 

B. 

Use the System Center 2012 Ticket Manager to capture tickets from the help desk. 

Enable the ticket integration adapter to push tickets captured in System Center to TFS as bug work items. 

Have the lead developer subscribe to alerts for his or her assigned work items. 

C. 

Create a team project on your Team Foundation Server with a custom process template to track tickets. 

For software defects, have the help desk assign the tickets to the lead developer. 

Have the lead developer review his or her assigned tickets. 

D. 

Publish the Excel spreadsheet to a SharePoint document library. 

Configure an alert to notify the development lead when the spreadsheet is modified. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Your company is developing a new version of an existing application. The current list of feature requests is made up
mostly of three years\\' worth of bug reports and help desk support call data. 

The company has no formal process for requesting input from its customer base. 

You need to be able to prioritize the information and develop an accurate, useful list of feature requests. 

What are three possible ways to accomplish this goal? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution. Choose
three.) 
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A. 

Use focused customer interviews to review the bug reports and help desk data. 

Create the requirements documents from the resulting information. 

B. 

Create a single requirements document that includes all the bug reports and help desk call items. 

Put this document on the backlog of the project. 

C. 

Working from the bug reports and help desk data, create an Excel workbook project matrix that ranks items based on
complexity and priority. 

Determine the project requirements for the next iteration that includes the top ranking items on the matrix. 

D. 

Use storyboarding diagrams and work with the stakeholders to filter, map, and expand on the bug reports and help desk
call data. 

Review the diagrams with the stakeholders and create requirements documents based on that review. 

E. 

Hold a series of joint application design (JAD) sessions with representation from support, development, help desk, and
customers. Filter out the bad items from the bug reports and help desk data. 

Create formal requirements documents based on the results of these sessions. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Your company is developing a web application by using the Microsoft Visual Studio Scrum 2.0 process template. The
development team committed to deliver a set of Product Backlog Item (PBI) work items for the upcoming sprint. 

You implement the initial tests for the PBIs in scope for the upcoming sprint. You plan to add more tests during the
sprint. 

You need to ensure that your test plan automatically includes any new tests. 

What should you do? 

A. 

Create a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet that lists all the acceptance tests for the PBIs. 

Use a Pivot table to report the test cases per PBI. 
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B. 

Create test case work items for the acceptance tests. 

Link these test cases to the PBI work items. 

Add a query based test suite that selects all test cases linked with the PBIs in scope. 

C. 

Create test case work items for the acceptance tests. 

Link these test cases to the associated PBI work items. 

Add the PBIs to the test plan. 

D. 

Create test case work items for the acceptance tests. 

Create a suite in Microsoft Test Manager (MTM) and add all test cases to this suite. 

Correct Answer: C 
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